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Unearth our planet's glittering treasures--a fascinating book of
gems for kids 6 to 9 What do dusty old rocks have to do with
the shiny, colorful jewels that you see in rings and necklaces?
Everything! Set off on a journey inside Earth and learn the
different ways our planet uses rocks and minerals to make
gemstones. Discover how some grow in red-hot magma deep
underground, while others are made by animals or plants,
plus fun facts about their colors, shapes, uses, and more.
You'll even learn how to grow your own crystals with sugar
and water! Gems for Kids includes: 25 Different stones--Dig in
to some of the world's most rare, popular, and colorful gems,
from amethyst and opal to pearl and ruby. The parts of a
gem--Learn how gems are classified by things like color,
shape, streak, luster, and parent minerals, and what these
properties mean about where the gem came from. Earth
science basics--Explore the scientific principles behind how
rocks form, how gems form inside them, and what makes
them so valuable and beautiful. Rock hounds, get ready! It's
time to explore the incredible world of gems.
An identification guide to rocks and minerals.
The Dorling Kindersley Handbook of Rocks and Minerals is
packed with 600 full-colour photographs of more than 500
specimens. Authoritative text, clear photographs and a
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easily. PhotoEncyclopedic Approach Each entry combines a precise
description with annotated photographs to highlight the rock
or mineral's chief characteristics and distinguishing features.
Accompanying colour-coded bands provide clear, at-a-glance
facts for quick reference. In addition, each mineral entry
features an illustration showing the crystal system to which
the mineral belongs. Identification Made Easy Designed for
beginners and experienced collectors alike, the Dorling
Kindersley Handbook of Rocks and Minerals explains what
rocks or minerals are, how they are classified and how to start
a collection. To help in the initial stages of rock identification,
a clear visual key illustrates the differences between igneous,
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, then guides the reader
to the correct rock entry. A concise glossary provides instant
understanding of technical and scientific terms.
Your little Rockhound's collection is ready to be recorded!
This logbook is the best place to track everything your child
know about each of their finds! Never forget where they found
a stone Keep a record of when they dig Keep a record of
where they find the best specimens Start tracking and
recording the best finds and dig spots today! More tracking
tools, journals and notebooks are added regularly. See the
author page for updates.
Three Guides in One! Identification, Values, Lapidary Uses
Designed with beginners in mind, yet filled with valuable
technical information for advanced collectors, Collecting
Rocks, Gems and Minerals takes you from being just
someone who appreciates rocks to a true "collector." • Easyto-use, quick reference format arranged by category and color
of stone • Covers both lapidary and mineral display materials
• Provides values and tips for locating, buying and collecting
• Includes organics such as amber, bone, coral, pearl and
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Prospecting and collecting trips; Tools and how to use them;
Rock classes and how to recognize them; How mineral
deposits form; Field features of mineral deposits; Collecting
practices; Preparation of specimens; Storage and exhibit;
Marketing mineral specimens and gemstones.
Discusses the history of the earth's formation and
development, and tells how to search for, identify, and extract
rock and mineral samples
The ideal e-guide for beginners If you have trouble
distinguishing slate from shale then this is the ebook for you.
Perfect for beginners, and a handy field guide for the amateur
geologist, What's That Rock or Mineral? beautifully pictures
more than 140 rocks and minerals, from agate to tourmaline,
and highlights the characteristics that will help you to identify
them. For nature lovers everywhere, What's That...? books
are compact, portable identification guides that offer a
uniquely accessible visual approach. Designed for beginners,
but also handy for a more experienced naturalist, the What's
That ...? titles are indispensable pocket guides that give you
around 150 of the most common and interesting types and
show you how to tell them apart.

This volume contains 53 of the best sites in the North
Carolina area with detailed maps and GPS coordinates.
The book also contains information on restrictions and
fees.
Discusses the physical properties of various rocks and
minerals and gives instructions for collecting and
identifying specimens.
The clearest and sharpest recognition e-guide to more
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feet - from their formation to collecting them. Make
identification easy and accurate with this compact visual
guide, packed with photographs and details on
formation, distinguishing features, and much more. Over
600 high-quality photographs capture the unique
characteristics, colours, and attributes of more than 500
rocks and minerals. Each specimen's entry includes
annotated photographs to highlight the rock or mineral's
distinguishing features, and concise details about its
texture, origin, formation, and chemical composition to
help identify it. Designed for beginners and experienced
collectors alike, the introduction explains what rocks and
minerals are, how they are classified, what equipment is
needed for specimen collection, and how to start and
organize a collection. Learn the differences between
igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, and refer
to the glossary for many more technical and scientific
terms.
A comprehensive, illustrated identification guide for
beginners and serious collectors alike, featuring special
color photography of specimens held at the Natural
History Museum, London. Rocks and minerals are
naturally occurring compounds formed by intense
geological processes in the Earth's crust such as
volcanic eruptions. With striking color photography of
rocks and minerals from around the globe, this detailed
and easy-to-use guide is designed to help readers
identify specimens and begin collecting. Fully factchecked by the Department of Mineralogy at the Natural
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Crystals for Beginners makes it easy to learn about
crystals and how to use their positive energy in a variety
of practical ways. This friendly introductory guide
explores crystal magic, folklore, and wisdom. It features
an alphabetical guide to crystals, along with advice on
collecting, cleansing, and charging them. Handy
reference charts help you quickly find information on
birthstones, zodiac stones, precious metals, and more.
You can empower, clarify, and illuminate your life with
the help of these beautiful gems. Balance body, mind,
and spirit Calm and center emotions Tap into inner
wisdom Amplify and focus energy Experience richer
dreams Develop intuition and creativity
This children's guide to rock collecting includes a
beginner's introduction to geology, an identification
section for 75 types of common and collectible rocks and
minerals, and a "how to" section.
With this book, you'll experience the excitement of
finding, collecting, and identifying rocks and minerals.
Displays rocks, minerals, variant forms, and major
gemstones
This 1546 publication remains a landmark in geology,
with unprecedented classifications by physical property
and locality, simple standardized naming system,
summaries of earlier studies, and employment of
observation and personal experience.
Rockhounding Arizona includes more than seventy of
Arizona’s best rockhounding sites and their emblematic
activities, from jasper hunting in the historic mining
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foot of the Hieroglyphic Range. Rockhounding Arizona
covers popular and commercial sites as well as littleknown areas. It describes where to view mineral
specimens and prehistoric artifacts at Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest national parks, as well as on tribal lands.
Brimming with advice on collecting and preparing gems
and minerals, this handy reference also includes maps,
and directions to each site as well as to museums, rock
shops, and major tracts of public land. For the beginner,
it offers a complete introduction to this many-faceted
hobby. For the expert, it is an outstanding guide and
sourcebook.
Introduction to Mineralogy and Petrology presents the
essentials of both disciplines through an approach
accessible to industry professionals, academic
researchers, and students. Mineralogy and petrology
stand as the backbone of the geosciences. Detailed
knowledge of minerals and rocks and the process of
formation and association are essential for practicing
professionals and advanced students. This book is
designed as an accessible, step-by-step guide to
exploring, retaining, and implementing the core concepts
of mineral and hydrocarbon exploration, mining, and
extraction. Each topic is fully supported by working
examples, diagrams and full-color images. The inclusion
of petroleum, gas, metallic deposits and economic
aspects enhance the book’s value as a practical
reference for mineralogy and petrology. Authored by two
of the world’s premier experts, this book is a must for
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petrology in a single source. Authored by two of the
world’s experts in mineralogy and petrology, who have
more than 70 years of experience in research and
instruction combined Addresses the full scope of the
core concepts of mineralogy and petrology, including
crystal structure, formation and grouping of minerals and
soils, definition, origin, structure and classification of
igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks Features
more than 150 figures, illustrations, and color
photographs to vividly explore the fundamental principles
of mineralogy and petrology Offers a holistic approach to
both subjects, beginning with the formation of geologic
structures followed by the hosting of mineral deposits
and concluding with the exploration and extraction of
lucrative, usable products to improve the health of global
economies
Identifies more than four hundred rocks and minerals,
explains how rocks form, and suggests clothing,
equipment, and techniques for fieldwork
Describes hundreds of minerals and lists their
geographic distribution, physical properties, chemical
composition, and crystalline structure
The first field guide that allows amateur rock enthusiasts
to identify basic rocks and rock formations in a
systematic way Many of us are fascinated by rocks—but
identifying them can seem daunting. It’s often tricky
even for geologists, who rely on experience, intuition,
and in-depth familiarity with rock-forming components.
Rocks and Rock Formations allows everyone, amateur
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of patience. Jürg Meyer provides a structured approach
to the identification of all rocks within the three groups:
sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic. Bringing
together more than 530 diagrams and photographs to
illustrate essential characteristics, Meyer highlights some
basics on rocks—their mineral constituents, structures,
textures, fossils, weathering patterns, and more—which
are important for a determination. The main part of the
book is a handy and thorough identification key, which
takes into account all possible rock variations, mixtures,
and structural differences. The concluding section of the
guide delves into rock systematics. Assuming little prior
experience or knowledge, Rocks and Rock Formations is
an invaluable resource for rock enthusiasts everywhere.
Suitable for beginners and amateurs Helpful, systematic
identification key Exploration of all types of rocks More
than 530 diagrams and photographs
This volume gives you the basic tools to transition from
“pebble pup” to expert rockhound and explains
everything from geology basics, identification tips, tools
of the trade, how to record your findings, and how to set
up a lab or gem shop. Before you know it, you’ll be
driving the open roads and traveling home with dusty
pockets full of rocks, gems, minerals, fossils—and maybe
even gold. Features: * geology basics * popular
collectibles, including rocks, gems, fossils, meteorites,
and gold * tools of the trade for every level of collector *
rules and regulations * polishing, preserving, crafting,
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Explore volcanic
rocks,
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colorful
minerals, ancient marble, and fallen meteorites and find
out how they all came to be. From rough rocks to
glittering crystals and everything in between, this
stunning collection of facts and photos leaves no stone
unturned. Did you know that every rock is a combination
of one or more minerals? And that marble was first used
in ancient Greece but still forms deep underground as
you read this? Or that vibrant paints can be made from
minerals, while some precious metals can grow in
twisting shapes? Almost 20,000 meteorites land on our
planet every year, but what does a space rock actually
look like? Find out how to spot minerals and fossils,
discover how crystals grow, and what you need to start
your own collection. Part of the best-selling Eyewitness
series, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this
popular title has been reinvigorated for the next
generation of information-seekers and stay-at-home
explorers. New photography makes the rocks and
minerals pop, revealing their color and texture, while the
text gives all the facts and data to turn budding rock
collectors into experts.
Revised and expanded 2E of this popular reference
guide for rockhounds and collectors of rocks, minerals
and fossils. Includes expanded sections on basic
geology and mineral formation; how to find and identify
minerals in the field; collecting tools and techniques;
finding gold and other heavy minerals; fossil formatiion
and collecting fossils; the legal aspects of collecting;
specimen preparation and display and the basics of
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insert of over 90 specimens; extensive glossary; lists of
government agencies and museums and much more. An
indispensable how-to book for beginners and a handy
reference guide for experienced collectors.
Beginner's Guide to Minerals and Rocks is the most
comprehensive, full-colour guide to rocks and minerals
for beginner rock hounds all over the world. As curator of
minerals at the Canadian Museum of Nature, Joel Grice
has brought the museum's collection to world-class
status through astute purchases and annual collecting
trips all over the world. Joel brings an unequalled
enthusiasm and love of geology to this, his second
popularization book. As we learn more and more about
our country's natural resources, it becomes that much
more important that Beginners Guide to Minerals and
Rocks be added to our bookshelves. Joel D. Grice's
fascination and enthusiasm for collecting minerals began
as a youngster after visits to the Royal Ontario Museum.
He received his master's and Ph.D from the University of
Manitoba. During his career he received numerous
awards but perhaps his highest recognition was in 1995
when he was elected chairman of the IMA Commission
on New Minerals and Mineral Names. He is the author of
Famous Mineral Locations of Canada.
Go on an outdoor treasure hunt and enjoy all nature has
to offer with this field guide to rockhounding, perfect for
armchair geologists or anyone headed out on an
adventure! Geology meets treasure hunting with this field
guide to rockhounding! If you’ve ever kept an interesting
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congratulations! You’ve already experienced a
rockhounding adventure! Rockhouding for Beginners
shows you how to take your rockhounding to the next
level, providing everything you need to know from tips for
finding local sources for really cool finds to techniques
for safely cleaning, cutting, polishing, and caring for the
best samples. Complete with full-color photos to help you
identify each rock and mineral wherever you find them,
this guide has all the rockhounding information you need
whether you’re ready to get down and dirty or simply
want to learn more from the comfort of your couch.
Rocks, Gems, and Minerals is a field guide to more than
100 of the most common and sought-after rocks, gems,
and minerals hidden throughout North America.
Conveniently sized to fit in your pocket and featuring fullcolor, detailed photographs, this informative guide makes
it easy to identify rocks in your backyard and beyond.
Also included is an introduction that covers fundamental
geology information and interesting facts. This is the
essential source when you're out in the field, both
informative and beautiful to peruse.
Find and Collect the Most Sought-After Rocks & Minerals
Rock collecting is the treasure hunt of a lifetime, and the
Upper Midwest is a wonderful place to start. The region
is home to a variety of collectible and valuable
specimens of rocks and minerals. From Lake Superior
Agates to Petoskey Stone to geodes and fossils, the
area’s offerings provide a challenge but are
possible—and in some cases likely—to be found with the
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here to help! In this beginner’s guide, the author
presents his easy-to-follow process to help you maximize
your rock-hunting adventures. Jim takes an in-depth look
at the region’s most sought-after targets, including
precious metals like silver and gold. Then he teaches
you what to look for, where to look, and even how to
prospect for them. Learn to dig for, find, and identify
each kind. All the information you need is right here
within this thorough yet accessible guide. Full-color
photographs show you the specimens as you’re likely to
find them in the field, while range maps tell you if you’re
in the right place. Jim points you to locations where
you’re allowed to hunt and collect, and the book
includes need-to-know information on equipment, safety,
and the legality of collecting. Plus, there’s advice on
polishing your finds and even tips on which Midwest rock
events are most worth attending. Perfect for residents
and visitors of Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin, the Beginner’s Guide to Rockhounding
& Prospecting in the Upper Midwest is everything you
need in one handy guide.
Everything you need to become a real rock hound! The
world of rocks and minerals is massive, amazing, and full
of cool new things to discover! A true identification guide
for young geologists, My Awesome Field Guide to Rocks
and Minerals helps you learn the skills you need to
collect, identify, and catalogue your own treasures. Not
only does this book teach you all about rocks and
minerals, but it also gives you step-by-step guidelines for
testing and determining what kind of rock or mineral
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help you record data in the field. So get out there, gather
cool looking samples, and figure out what they are! My
Awesome Field Guide to Rocks and Minerals includes:
Treasure all around--Amaze your friends and family and
show them how you can pick up almost any rock or
mineral and figure out what it is. Rocking fact
sheets--Learn about 150 awesome rocks and minerals
with handy fact sheets that are conveniently organized to
help with identification. Your own field notebook--Record
all your rock-hunting sample data on 50 "Field Notebook"
pages that include cut-out numbers for numbering and
cataloging! "What's this rock or mineral?" Now you'll
know with My Awesome Field Guide to Rocks and
Minerals!
Definitive compact guide to rocks, minerals, crystals and
gemstones - for every rockhound and budding
gemmologist!From primeval origins to their astonishing
modern-day uses and appeal, this is the ultimate portrait
of Earth's buried treasures - rocks, minerals, crystals and
gems - produced in association with the Smithsonian
Institution. Learn how to identify more than 450 rock and
mineral specimens through stunning photographs and
detailed characteristics. Discover more about your finds
through folklore and historical artefacts, and find out the
fascinating stories behind the world's natural treasures;
from the Hope diamond to the Great Mogul
emerald.Plus, pick up practical advice on rock and
mineral collecting, including how to cut, polish and
display your finds.
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The basic principles of rockhounding and sample pictures
with the properties of all gemstones.This book is for
beginners.
A new edition of the clearest, most authoritative guide to
rocks and minerals 600 incredible photos, precise annotations
and detailed descriptions - from the distinguishing features of
rocks, to which crystal system and mineral belongs to. This
DK Handbook will help you identify different rocks and
minerals quickly and easily. Covers everything from what
rocks or minerals are to how they are classified and how to
start a collection. Perfect for rocks and mineral lovers and an
excellent comprehensive guide for collectors.
A Beginner’s Guide to Rockhounding, Gem Collecting, Gold
Prospecting, and Fossil Hunting Basic Rockhounding and
Prospecting is aimed at anyone who is interested in learning
the basics of collecting rocks and minerals. It’s the perfect
companion title to the more advanced Modern Rockhounding
and Prospecting Handbook. Readers will learn how to identify
common rocks and minerals, and where to look for them.
Using labs, procedures, pictorials, and discussions to help
readers learn, this book will cover the basics of geology,
describing the three main rock groups, with extensive pictures
to show what to look for and how to figure out what is out
there. Look inside for: Geology basics Rules and regulations
Polishing, preserving, crafting, and displaying your treasures
Popular collectibles, including rocks, gems, fossils,
meteorites, and gold Tools of the trade for every level of
collector
A new edition of the clearest, most authoritative guide to
gemstones you will find. From Amber to Rubellite, discover
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800 incredible
precise annotations and detailed descriptions, including
everything from gemstone shapes to their composition, will
help you to identify different stones quickly and easily. Covers
everything from what a gemstone is and where they occur to
the natural properties they have and how they have been
fashioned and imitated through the ages. Perfect for
gemstone lovers and a comprehensive guide for collectors.
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